
Entropy and Ergodic Theory
Lecture 14: Introduction to statistical mechanics, III

1 Recap: properties of the thermodynamic entropy function

Consider the model of n non-interacting discrete particles considered last time.
Our first main result was the asymptotic for the number of microstates with spe-
cific energy roughly E:

|ΩnpE, εq| “ exp
`

SpEqn`Op∆pεqnq ` opnq
˘

,

where SpEq is the thermodynamic entropy function, defined for 0 ă E ă Eave.
It equals HpµβpEqq, where µβ is the single-particle Gibbs measure at parameter β,
and where βpEq is the unique choice of β P p0,8q for which

ż

Φ0 dµβ “ E.

In this lecture, we often use instead the approximate notation

|ΩnpE, εq|
.
“ eSpEqn (1)

to indicate that we omit terms of the form Op∆pεqnq ` opnq from the exponent.
We also established several basic properties of the thermodynamic entropy

function:

(a) it is continuous;

(b) it is strictly increasing;

(c) it is strictly concave;

(d) it satisfies S 1pEq “ βpEq;
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(e) as E Ó 0, it satisfies S 1pEq ÝÑ 8

(Also, less important for this lecture:

(f) as E Ó 0 we have

SpEq ÝÑ log |tground statesu|. q

Many models with non-negligible interactions give behaviour as in (1) for
some function satisfying (a)–(e), where the parameter n is the number of particles
in the model or some other natural measure of the ‘size’ of the system. There
are quite simple heuristic reasons for this. In most real systems, the particles
are located in physical space, and interact only with their close neighbours. At
any given instance, the vast majority of possible pairs of particles do indeed have
negligible interaction.

There are quite general classes of model for which this reasoning can be made
rigorous. I don’t expect to say much about them in this course, but they are a
possible topic for 254B. Good references to learn more about this are [Rue99]
and [Lan73].

Of course, the non-interacting case was especially simple because almost all
of our analysis, including the determination of the function S, could be done using
just the model for a single particle. This feature is lost once there are interactions:
a function S satisfying (a)–(e) does generally exist which gives the leading coeffi-
cient in front of n in (1), but that function depends on the nature of the interactions
between particles as well.

In most of this lecture, we shall simply assume that our models behave as
above once the particle number is very large. Our next goal is to consider two
general (not necessarily non-interacting) systems that can be described as in (1),
and study how they might interact when they are brought into thermal contact.

2 Thermal contact between two large systems

Consider two quite general discrete models of systems. We do not assume that
either is non-interacting. So we simply write them as Φn : An ÝÑ r0,8q and
Ψm : Bm ÝÑ r0,8q, where:

• The countable set An [resp, Bm] is the set of microstates for the whole of
the first [resp, second] model. For instance, An would be An in the non-
interacting model studied above.
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• The functions Φn : An ÝÑ r0,8q and Ψm : Bm ÝÑ r0,8q are the total
Hamiltonians.

• The index n [resp, m] is some parameter, such as the number of particles,
which indicates the size of the system modeled by An, Φn [resp, Bm, Φm].

Crucially, we assume that each of these systems has microcanonical cardi-
nalities that behave roughly as in (1) for some thermodynamic entropy functions
SA : p0, EA aveq ÝÑ p0,8q, SB : p0, EB aveq ÝÑ p0,8q which satisfy property
(a)–(f). Let us also write βA :“ S 1A and βB :“ S 1B.

Now let bring these two systems into ‘thermal contact’. These means we
consider a system whose state space is An ˆBm and whose Hamiltonian is

Φtot
n,mpa, bq :“ Φnpaq `Ψmpbq ` Φint

pa, bq,

where Φint is the energy of interaction between the two systems. We assume the
two subsystems are both large and of comparable size: this means that n and m
are both large, and that

p :“
n

n`m
and 1´ p “

m

n`m

are both bounded away from 0.
Similarly to our discussion of ‘non-interacting’ models:

• the presence of the interaction term is crucial, for otherwise our two initial
systems have no mechanism for the exchange of energy, and do not start to
behave like a single system, but

• we assume that Φint is so much smaller than either Φn or Ψm that we can
drop it from any calculations.

Suppose that the total energies of the subsystems were EAn and EBm before
thermal contact. Once thermal contact is established and a new thermodynamic
equilibrium is reached, the new microcanonical set for the combined model is

ΩpE, εq :“ tpa, bq : |Φnpaq `Ψmpbq ´ Epn`mq| ă εpn`mqu,

where E :“ pEA ` p1´ pqEB.
Question: for a typical microstate pa, bq P ΩpE, εq, how much of the total

energy Φ « Epn `mq belongs to subsystem A, and how much to subsystem B?
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Once the two systems have reached a common thermodynamic equilibrium, the
answer need not be EAn and EBm any more. To answer this question, we must
consider all the possible subsets

ΩA
n pE

1
A, εq ˆ ΩB

mpE
1
B, εq Ď ΩpE, εq

as E 1A and E 1B range over non-negative values satisfying pE 1A ` p1 ´ pqE 1B “ E.
Over that range of allowed pairs pE 1A, E

1
Bq, the left-hand sets here cover the whole

of ΩpE, εq. Moreover, if we replace εwith a slightly larger ε1 on the left hand-side,
then we may not have true containment as above, but now we need only finitely
many of those left-hand sets to cover ΩpE, εq.

To answer our question, we must observe that, provided n and m are large,
one of those left-hand sets is overwhelmingly larger than all the others. Indeed,
using the thermodynamic entropy functions,

|ΩA
n pE

1
A, εq ˆ ΩB

mpE
1
B, εq|

.
“ exp

`

SApE
1
Aqn` SBpE

1
Bqm

˘

“ exp
´”

SApE
1
Aqp` SB

´E ´ pE 1A
1´ p

¯

p1´ pq
ı

pn`mq
¯

.

Regarded as a function of E 1A, the exponent here has the following properties:

• it is strictly concave, since it is a sum of two thermodynamic entropy func-
tions;

• its derivative is

pβApE
1
Aq ´ p1´ pq

p

1´ p
βB

´E ´ pE 1A
1´ p

¯

“ p
`

βApE
1
Aq ´ βBpE

1
Bq
˘

.

This tends to8 as E 1A Ó 0 (because of the first term) and to ´8 as E 1A Ò E
(because of the second term).

Therefore this exponent has a unique maximum for E 1A P p0, Eq, achieved where
that derivative vanishes. As n ` m ÝÑ 8 with p fixed, that unique maximum
gives an exponentially larger cardinality for the set ΩA

n pE
1
A, εq ˆ ΩB

mpE
1
B, εq than

for any other way of apportioning the total energy between subsystems A and B.
So, once the combined system is in thermodynamic equilibrium, the subsystems
have sub-total energies determined by

p
`

βApE
1
Aq ´ βBpE

1
Bq
˘

“ 0 ùñ βApE
1
Aq “ βBpE

1
Bq. (2)

Consequences:
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• The two subsystems have exchanged energy until they reach individual
macrostates that maximize the total entropy. This is the outcome predicted
by the second law of thermodynamics.

• They are in equilibrium when (2) holds. On the other hand, according to
classical thermodynamics, they should be in equilibrium if they are equiv-
alent on some scale that we refer to as ‘temperature’. This means that the
function βApE 1Aq is a canonical candidate for the ‘temperature’ of system
A when its total energy is E 1A. A slight wrinkle: this function decreases
with E 1A, and we want temperature to increase with energy. So we actually
define the thermodynamic temperature of system A to be

1

βApE 1Aq
.

For this reason, the parameter β is called the inverse temperature.

From this definition it is clear that temperature is really a property of the
macrostate of the system — that is, the other basic values that we can mea-
sure — rather than of the detailed microstate of the system.

Recalling that β “ S 1 « ∆S{∆E, we arrive at the usual relation between
entropy, energy and temperature in classical physics:

∆S “
∆E

temp
.

This gives the change in the entropy of a body associated with an increase
of its internal energy at a fixed temperature. The discovery that this for-
mula can be used empirically to define the entropy S (up to a fixed additive
constant) is the foundation of all classical thermodynamics.

3 The canonical ensemble

Our main theorems from Lecture 13 assert that, in terms of both entropy and
marginals, the microcanonical distribution on ΩnpE, εq behaves essentially like
the product measure

µˆnβpEqpaq “
exp

´

´ βpEq
řn
i“1 Φ0paiq

¯

ZnpβpEqq
“

expp´βpEqΦpaqq

ZnpβpEqq
,
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where

Znpβq “
ÿ

aPAn

exp
´

´ βpEq
n
ÿ

i“1

Φ0paiq
¯

“ Zpβqn.

Thus, µˆnβ has itself the form of a Gibbs measure, now on the whole state
space An and with the full Hamiltonian Φ.

It turns out that µˆnβ can be used in place of the microcanonical distribution for
our whole approach to statistical mechanics: predicting the behaviour of macro-
scopic quantities using their averages against these distributions. This ansatz is
called the ‘equivalence of ensembles’. As with the properties of the thermody-
namic entropy function, this phenomenon extends far beyond the simple setting
of non-interacting models to many other natural models of systems containing a
large number n of particles. Given such a model An, Φn, the idea is to replace the
use of the microcanonical ensemble on ΩA

n pE, εq for making predictions with the
use of the Gibbs measure

µAβ,npaq “
e´βΦnpaq

ZA
n pβq

,

where β is chosen so that
ş

Φ dµAβ,n “ En. Now we are not assuming that An is
a product space, and even if it is the Hamiltonian Φn may include non-negligible
interaction terms. So µAβ,n is no longer a product measure in general. But it is still
often more tractable than the true microcanonical distribution. In this context, the
Gibbs measure is called the canonical distribution of the model at temperature
1{β.

There is also another reason for using the canonical ensemble in calculations:
it is the correct distribution for statistical calculations over microstates of our sys-
tem in case the system is not isolated, but is in contact with another much larger
system called a heat bath.

The reasoning here starts off along the same lines as the preceding section.
We let An, Φn be the system of interest and Bm, Ψm be a model of the heat bath.
Then we consider a composite system formed by bringingAn into thermal contact
with Bm for some m " n, and use our estimates on microcanonical cardinalities
to approximate the marginal of the microcanonical distribution on An. Subject to
various assumptions, one finds that it is a Gibbs distribution for the model An, Φn

in the limit of large n and large m{n.
It seems difficult to make this argument rigorous without assuming a strong re-

finement of the estimates in (1). It is somewhat subtle to find the right assumptions
to make here and then justify them on physical grounds, so we do not present this
argument in detail. But the heuristic argument is still intuitively quite convincing.
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It can be found in most textbooks on statistical physics, at least for important ex-
amples of models: see, for instance Vol I, Chapter 40 of the Feynman Lectures
on Physics. At the end of the day, predictions based on the use of the canonical
ensemble have been verified in countless different experiments.

4 Paramagnets and ferromagnets

4.1 Paramagnets and negative temperatures

A paramagnet is a material which induces its own reinforcing magnetic field in
response to an ambient one.

The simplest toy model of an n-particle paramagnet is as follows. The state
space is t´1,`1un. The ith coordinate represents a local magnetic field belonging
to the ith particle. For simplicity, we pretend that these local field can only point
‘up’ (`1) or ‘down’ (´1), rather than having a direction in three-dimensional
space.

In the presence of an ambient magnetic field of strength h, the energy of state
σ P t´1, 1un is a sum of magnetic potential energies for each particle:

Φpσq “ ´
n
ÿ

i“1

hσi.

Thus, this is a non-interacting model. This function Φ has minimum valueEmin “

´nh, taken when σi ” 1. This is nonzero, so our convention here is slightly
different from the analysis above, but this shouldn’t cause any real confusion.
The other key energy values are Eave “ 0 and Emax “ nh. The thermodynamic
entropy function is easily computed directly:

SpEq “ lim
εÓ0

lim
nÝÑ8

1

n
log |ΩnpE, εq| “ H

´1

2
p1` E{hq,

1

2
p1´ E{hq

¯

.

This increases between Emin and Eave “ 0, and then decreases symmetrically
between Eave and Emax. Our previous analysis applies only to the first of these
intervals, but in this model they are equally easy to analyse. Why is the second
unphysical?

The answer lies in the nature of the study of macroscopic systems in the real
world. In general we can’t adjust the energy content of a macroscopic system
directly. Instead we have to adjust its temperature by immersion in a suitable heat
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bath or coolant, using some theory to find the right temperature to achieve the
internal energy we desire.

But real thermal baths always have non-negative temperatures. They generally
behave like non-interacting systems in the case |A| “ 8 — they are systems
whose internal energy is not bounded above. If the temperature of such a bath
is 1{β, then the system we have immersed will adjust its specific energy E so
that its thermodynamic entropy function satisfies S 1syspEq “ β. The upshot: we
cannot use a thermal bath to prepare a system to a have specific energy E at which
S 1syspEq ă 0. This rules out energies in the range pEave, Emaxq. If one did have
a system with specific energy in that range, and it came into thermal contact with
any other typical real-world system, it would immediately shed some energy to the
other system to achieve a value below Eave, since no thermodynamic equilibrium
is possible between them otherwise.

This is why that range is ‘unphysical’, and why its analysis is said to require
‘negative temperatures’. Note that a better term would be ‘negative inverse tem-
peratures’ — to reach this range, β must go through zero, which means tempera-
ture goes ‘beyond infinity’ and comes back along the negative axis. Make of that
what you will. A few exotic models in quantum statistical mechanics do require
an analysis in this range, but we set them aside here.

4.2 Ferromagnets: the Curie–Weiss model

Like a paramagnet, a ferromagnet responds to an ambient magnetic field by induc-
ing a magnetic field of its own. However, unlike a paramagnet, the ferromagnet
can retain its own field once the external field is removed. This turns out to be
a consequence of magnetic potential energies between the individual particles of
the ferromagnet.

Here’s the simplest possible model, called the Curie–Weiss model. The state
space is t´1, 1un again, but now the Hamiltonian is

Φpσq “ ´h
n
ÿ

i“1

σi
looomooon

external term

´
1

n

ÿ

i‰j

σiσj

looooomooooon

interaction

.

For definiteness, let us agree that each pair i ‰ j is counted twice in the second
sum. There should also be a constant giving the strength of interaction between
distinct spins, but I have normalized so that this is unity. The division by n in the
second term is so that the specific energy in the model is of order 1.
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This model is so simple because we have

1

n

ÿ

i‰j

σiσj “
1

n

”´

ÿ

i

σi

¯2

´
ÿ

i

σ2
i

ı

“ npmpσqq2 ´ 1,

where mpσq “ 1
n

ř

i σi is the specific induced magnetic field belonging to the
spins in the magnet. Using this, and after adding a small constant, we can re-write
the Hamiltonian as follows:

Φpσq “ n
“

´ hmpσq ´mpσq2
‰

.

If time permits, I will sketch the determination of the thermodynamic entropy
function for this model, and discuss why it exhibits ferromagnetism as a result.
I have not written notes for this, but a careful account can be found in [Ell06,
Section IV.4]. That reference can be accessed for free via SpringerLink from
within the UCLA network. I have put a link on the class homepage.
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